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When My Name Was Keoko 2002-03-18 this powerful and riveting tale of one close knit proud korean family movingly addresses life and death issues of courage and collaboration
injustice and death defying determination in the face of totalitarian oppression kirkus starred review sun hee and her older brother tae yul live in korea with their parents because
korea is under japanese occupation the children study japanese and speak it at school their own language their flag the folktales uncle tells them even their names are all part of the
korean culture that is now forbidden when world war ii comes to korea sun hee is surprised that the japanese expect their korean subjects to fight on their side but the greatest shock
of all comes when tae yul enlists in the japanese army in an attempt to protect uncle who is suspected of aiding the korean resistance sun hee stays behind entrusted with the life and
death secrets of a family at war this moving historical novel is from newbery medalist linda sue park whose beloved middle grade books include a single shard and a long walk to
water
My Name Is Not Isabella 2010-09-01 new york times bestseller just how big can a little girl dream ask isabella she takes a wild ride and discovers the sky s the limit this story
speaks frankly about self identity and self affirmation as isabella decides at the end that she is actually herself because she possesses the best parts of all of the women she looks up to
foreword magazine the colorful mixed media artwork reinforces the fanciful upbeat tone of the book use this story to ignite young readers interest in women s history school library
journal who is your hero isabella s include u s astronaut sally ride activist rosa parks and sharpshooter annie oakley but there s no bigger hero than isabella s own mommy join
isabella on an adventure of discovery and find out how imagining to be these extraordinary women teaches her the importance of being her extraordinary self a rollicking read aloud
and terrific read to myself story my name is not isabella is capturing hearts and awards including silver foreword book of the year award for picture books gold moonbeam children s
book award gold independent publisher book award amelia bloomer list jennifer fosberry is a science geek turned children s book writer until recently she worked as a project
manager in silicon valley in the high tech electronic field she currently divides her time between the san francisco bay area and costa rica with her husband and three children mike
litwin combines a variety of media to create scenes that serve the imagination and education of women a graduate of the east carolina university school of art and design he plays both
designer and illustrator with an often wacky always delightful style that uniquely blends playful innocence with devilish mischief illustrating and telling stories for children is his
passion his entertainment and his dream he currently lives in greenville north carolina with his wife and three daughters
My Name Is Why 2019-08-29 the number one sunday times bestseller indie book awards non fiction winner extraordinary the times beautiful dolly alderton shattering observer
incredible benjamin zephaniah unputdownable sunday times astounding matt haig powerful elif shafak at the age of seventeen after a childhood in a foster family followed by six years
in care homes norman greenwood was given his birth certificate he learned that his real name was not norman it was lemn sissay he was british and ethiopian and he learned that his
mother had been pleading for his safe return to her since his birth this is lemn s story a story of neglect and determination misfortune and hope cruelty and triumph sissay reflects on
his childhood self expression and britishness and in doing so explores the institutional care system race family and the meaning of home written with all the lyricism and power you
would expect from one of the nation s best loved poets this moving frank and timely memoir is the result of a life spent asking questions and a celebration of the redemptive power of
creativity
My Name Is Book 2016-08 kids will relate to elizabeth s fervent wish to be called by her proper name
My Name Is Elizabeth! 2021-05-04 an uplifting picture book about loving your name finding your voice and standing up for yourself mirha is so excited for her first day of school she
can t wait to learn play and make new friends but when her classmates keep mispronouncing her name she goes home wondering if she should find a new one when mama helps
mirha see just how special her name is she returns to school the next day determined to help her classmates say it correctly featuring beautiful vibrant illustrations and with an
empowering message at its core this heartwarming picture book from author illustrator anoosha syed reminds us all just how important our names are
That's Not My Name! 2022-07-28 bana s mother tells her of the strong bana tree that grows in their homeland syria and how bana s strength helped her survive war being a refugee
and starting fresh in a new country
My Name Is Bana 2021-09-21 universally acclaimed rapturously reviewed winner of the national book critics circle award for autobiography and an instant new york times bestseller
chanel miller s breathtaking memoir gives readers the privilege of knowing her not just as emily doe but as chanel miller the writer the artist the survivor the fighter the wrap i
opened know my name with the intention to bear witness to the story of a survivor instead i found myself falling into the hands of one of the great writers and thinkers of our time
chanel miller is a philosopher a cultural critic a deep observer a writer s writer a true artist i could not put this phenomenal book down glennon doyle 1 new york times bestselling
author of love warrior and untamed know my name is a gut punch and in the end somehow also blessedly hopeful washington post she was known to the world as emily doe when she
stunned millions with a letter brock turner had been sentenced to just six months in county jail after he was found sexually assaulting her on stanford s campus her victim impact
statement was posted on buzzfeed where it instantly went viral viewed by eleven million people within four days it was translated globally and read on the floor of congress it inspired
changes in california law and the recall of the judge in the case thousands wrote to say that she had given them the courage to share their own experiences of assault for the first time
now she reclaims her identity to tell her story of trauma transcendence and the power of words it was the perfect case in many ways there were eyewitnesses turner ran away
physical evidence was immediately secured but her struggles with isolation and shame during the aftermath and the trial reveal the oppression victims face in even the best case



scenarios her story illuminates a culture biased to protect perpetrators indicts a criminal justice system designed to fail the most vulnerable and ultimately shines with the courage
required to move through suffering and live a full and beautiful life know my name will forever transform the way we think about sexual assault challenging our beliefs about what is
acceptable and speaking truth to the tumultuous reality of healing it also introduces readers to an extraordinary writer one whose words have already changed our world entwining
pain resilience and humor this memoir will stand as a modern classic chosen as a best book of 2019 by the new york times book review the washington post time elle glamour parade
chicago tribune baltimore sun bookriot
Know My Name 2019-09-24 frances can forgive she can even forget but she can never escape her past in this compelling psychological thriller from the acclaimed author of teach me
frances robinson has the perfect life loving adoptive parents a great best friend and a cute new boyfriend but frances has a secret once upon a time she wasn t frances robinson she
was shine and she lived with her three sisters and her birth mother afton jelks far out in the country but the loneliness overtook afton s fragile mind and one day she smothered her
daughters one after another only frances escaped now afton is out of prison and she wants to finish what she started
Breathe My Name 2007-11-08 every year 6 million companies and more than 100 000 products are launched they all need an awesome name but many such as xobni svbtle and
doostang look like the results of a drunken scrabble game in this entertaining and engaging book ace naming consultant alexandra watkins explains how anyone even noncreative
types can create memorable and buzz worthy brand names no degree in linguistics required the heart of the book is watkins s proven smile and scratch test two acronyms for what
makes or breaks a name she also provides up to date advice like how to make sure that siri spells your name correctly and how to nab an available domain name and you ll see dozens
of examples the good the bad and the so bad she gave them an award alexandra watkins is not afraid to name names
Hello, My Name Is Awesome 2014-09-15 getting to feel at home in a new country yoon s name means shining wisdom and when she writes it in korean it looks happy like dancing
figures but her father tells her that she must learn to write it in english in english all the lines and circles stand alone which is just how yoon feels in the united states yoon isn t sure
that she wants to be yoon at her new school she tries out different names maybe cat or bird maybe cupcake helen recorvits s spare and inspiring story about a little girl finding her
place in a new country is given luminous pictures filled with surprising vistas and dreamscapes by gabi swiatkowska my name is yoon is a bank street best children s book of the year
My Name Is Yoon 2014-06-10 the world goes out of its way to make you believe you are not good enough maybe you aren t sure you like where you ve been or who you ve become
maybe someone has made you believe a lie about who you are by speaking damaging words to you the discovery of our true identities does not begin by looking within ourselves but
by looking to the one who made us hello my name is will inspire you to not wear the nametag that someone else gave you but to wear the name of who god says you are your name
may be lonely he calls you friend your name may be failure he calls you redeemed your name may be broken he calls you beloved it is time to tear off the false nametags that cover up
your true identity understanding who you are begins with knowing whose you are so you can embrace your destiny as a child of the one true king hello my name is will silence the lies
of the enemy so you can hear god whisper you are mine you are wanted you are so incredibly loved lysa terkeurst new york times best selling author and president of proverbs 31
ministries hello my name is gets to the heart of an issue that haunts the homeless and the hero the kid and the king the disabled and the diva our identity randy frazee senior minister
at oak hills church author of the heart of the story matthew west brings the rare combination of songwriter an pastor to his ministry he is a modern day king david creating psalms
that touch the heart of god and god s children now as an added blessing to us all he has compiled his thoughts into a book a person can almost hear matthew sing through the pages i
m deeply grateful for this work this singer this friend max lucado new york times best selling author matthew west has always written honestly in his songs and stories in his latest
book hello my name is matthew may offer his greatest truth yet how to discover our god given identity while building a closer relationship with our lord i gained a lot of insight while
reading this book and i know you will as well scotty mccreery acm bmi and cmt award winning country music entertainer and author of go big or go home the journey toward the
dream
Hello, My Name Is 2017-04-18 award winning author david almond reintroduces readers to the perceptive sensitive mina before the events of skellig in this lyrical and fantastical
work my name is mina is not only a pleasure to read it is an intimate and enlightening look at a character whose open mind and heart have much to teach us about life love and the
mysteries that surround us mina loves the night while everyone else is in a deep slumber she gazes out the window witness to the moon s silvery light in the stillness she can even
hear her own heart beating this is when mina feels that anything is possible and her imagination is set free a blank notebook lies on the table it has been there for what seems like
forever mina has proclaimed in the past that she will use it as a journal and one night at last she begins to do just that as she writes mina makes discoveries both trivial and profound
about herself and her world her thoughts and her dreams
My Name Is Mina 2011-10-11 my name is aviva not amoeba shouts aviva at her teasing classmates aviva is determined to change her name until she discovers where her name
comes from and why her parents chose that special name for her
My Name is Aviva 2015-08-01 frustrated by a day full of teachers and classmates mispronouncing her beautiful name a little girl tells her mother she never wants to come back to
school in response the girl s mother teaches her about the musicality of african asian black american latinx and middle eastern names on their lyrical walk home through the city
empowered by this newfound understanding the young girl is ready to return the next day to share her knowledge with her class your name is a song is a celebration to remind all of



us about the beauty history and magic behind names
Your Name is a Song 2021 poop is a normal kid with normal problems you know parents homework bullies he used to have a normal name too but then he moved to a new school and
everything went down the toilet that s the bad news the good news turns out some names are special some names come with powers turns out those bullies really stepped in it
sometimes being a kid can really stink will poupé becomes the new target of bullies at his middle school all day long they call him poop however when icky the janitor reveals himself
to be a wizard in disguise will learns that there are names of power if you are given one of these names you gain certain abilities poop is one of those names he now has powers that
he could use to get back at the bullies but power even poop power is exactly what can turn someone into a bully with some help from his friends will must find a way to use his
fantastic farting magic for good an original graphic novel
Hello, My Name is Poop 2021-10-26 a gorgeously written account of a freeborn black boy sold into slavery during the civil war think 12 years a slave for young adults well mannered
samuel and his mischievous younger brother joshua are free black boys living in an orphanage during the end of the civil war samuel takes the blame for joshua s latest prank and the
consequence is worse than he could ever imagine he s taken from the orphanage to the south given a new name friday and sold into slavery what follows is a heartbreaking but
hopeful account of samuel s journey from freedom to captivity and back again
My Name is Not Friday 2016-01-05 a times and international bestseller winner of the irish novel prize soon to be a major bbc film starring sir lenny henry malachi kirby monica
dolan olivia williams and christopher eccleston it s 1981 a year of riots and royal weddings the dukes of hazzard is on tv curly wurlys are in the shops and trying to find a place in it all
is nine year old leon he and his little brother jake have gone to live with maureen they ve lost one home but have they found another maureen feeds and looks after them she has wild
red hair and mutters swearwords under her breath when she thinks they can t hear she claims everything will be okay but will they ever see their mother again who are the couple
who secretly visit jake between the street violence and the street parties leon must find a way to reunite his family startlingly funny balances the gritty with the feel good observer
vivid and endearing a very powerful book emma healey bestselling author of elizabeth is missing authentic and beautiful urgent and honest this novel makes room in your heart chris
cleave bestselling author of the other hand shortlisted for the costa first novel award the desmond elliot prize
My Name Is Leon 2016-06-02 with write and wipe clean poster cover
I Like My Name 2022-05-17 the ultimate guide to naming your product or business has been updated throughout with twice as many resources as before new stories of both hits and
flops and an entirely new chapter on the power of names in the workplace too many new companies and products have names that look like the results of a drunken scrabble game
xobni svbtle doostang in this entertaining and engaging book ace naming consultant alexandra watkins explains how anyone even noncreative types can create memorable and
effective brand names no degree in linguistics required the heart of the book is watkins s proven smile and scratch test a great name makes you smile because it is suggestive evokes
something about your brand is memorable makes an association with the familiar uses imagery aids memory through evocative visuals has legs lends itself to a theme for extended
mileage and is emotional moves people a bad name on the other hand makes you scratch your head because it is spelling challenged looks like a typo is a copycat similar to
competitors names is restrictive limits future growth is annoying seems forced and frustrates customers is tame feels flat merely descriptive and uninspired suffers from the curse of
knowledge speaks only to insiders and is hard to pronounce confuses and distances customers this 50 percent new second edition has double the number of brainstorming tools and
techniques even more secrets and strategies to nab an available domain name a brand new chapter on how companies are using creative names around the office to add personality to
everything from cafeterias to conference rooms and much more
Hello, My Name Is Awesome 2019-10-01 when i was born i kept my eyes squeezed shut so tightly that my mom called me mr magoo from a cartoon she loved my dad said i was going
to be bilingual like him so he called me el señor magoo little antonio has a lot of names different relatives call him different names but the real culture shock happens when he goes to
school for the first time a celebration of biracial heritage and cultural identity from award winning cuban american storyteller antonio sacre my name is cool teaches children to be
proud of their heritage and the things that make them different different is cool
My Name Is Cool 2022-08-08 the latest from ann brashares the new york times bestselling author of the sisterhood of the traveling pants a magical story of reincarnation and a love
that lasts more than a lifetime daniel has spent centuries falling in love with the same girl life after life crossing continents and dynasties he and sophia despite her changing name
and form have been drawn together and he remembers it all for all the times that he and sophia have been connected throughout history they have also been torn painfully fatally
apart but just when sophia now lucy in the present finally awakens to the secret of their shared past the mysterious force that has always separated them reappears ultimately they
must come to understand what stands in the way of their love if they are ever to spend a lifetime together
My Name is Memory 2010-06-01 alaskans luke chickie sonny donna and amiq relate their experiences in the early 1960s when they are forced to attend a catholic boarding school
where despite different tribal affiliations they come to find a sort of family and home
My Name is Not Easy 2013-09-24 angry that everyone bungles her name neanderthal wakawakaloch speaks with her parents and elder mooch who remind her that she was named
for a brave heroic ancestor



My Name Is Wakawakaloch! 2019 we all know the story of jesus told by matthew mark luke and john but what about the version according to judas in this witty original and
teasingly controversial account some forty years after the death of jesus judas finally tells the story as he remembers it looking back on his childhood and youth from an old age the
gospel writers denied him judas recalls his friendship with jesus their schooling together their families the people who would go on to be disciples and followers their journeys
together and their dealings with the powers of rome and the temple his is a story of friendship and rivalry of a time of uncertainty and enquiry a testing of belief endurance and loyalty
My Name Was Judas 2011-02-15 based on the life of a real boy this warm hearted beautifully illustrated book tells the story of baraka a young kenyan boy with a physical disability
baraka and eight cousins live with their grandmother she gives them boundless love but there is never enough money or food and life is hard love doesn t feed hungry stomachs or
clothe growing bodies or school keen minds baraka is too young and with his disability needs too much and she is too old a difficult choice must be made and grandmother and
grandchild set off on a journey to see if there is a place at the orphanage for baraka the story begins by looking at baraka s physical disability as a misfortune but ends by looking
beyond the disability to his great heart and spirit and the blessings he brings
My Name Is Blessing 2013-09-10 featured in a new york times article titled teach your kids to resist hatred toward asians a young boy wrestles with his muslim identify until a
compassionate teacher helps him to understand more about his heritage after a family move bilal and his sister ayesha attend a new school where they find out that they may be the
only muslim students there bilal sees his sister bullied on their first day so he worries about being teased himself thinking it might be best if his classmates didn t know that he is
muslim maybe if he tells kids his name is bill rather than bilal then they will eave him alone but when bilal s teacher mr ali who is also muslim sees how bilal is struggling he gives
bilal a book about the first person to give the call to prayer during the time of the prophet muhammad that person was another bilal bilal ibn rabah what bilal learns from the book
forms the compelling story of a young boy grappling with his identity
My Name is Life 2018 being a single christian in todays culture can be complicated this helpful book seeks to engage singles with christ centered content that covers topics such as
dating modesty holding out for marriage understanding the vocation of a single person and seeking healthy guy girl relationships it also provides a platform for married christians to
engage singles in conversation about the blessings and challenges of marriage as well as lessons learned from their time as a single christian
My Name is Bilal 2020-10-20 a new york times bestseller just how big can a little boy dream who is your hero alexander takes a rip roaring historical adventure through his
imaginative journey alexander discovers how great men become heroes the roughest rider can be surprisingly gentle a strong leader is also the most peaceful and sometimes being
brave about what makes you different will not only help you break records but inspire others join alexander as he learns how these remarkable men changed the world and
encouraged him to find the hero within himself clever text and exuberant illustrations makes this book a perfect way to introduce kids to historical figures deborah underwood new
york times bestselling author of the quiet book recognition for my name is not isabella national parenting publications gold award gold moonbeam children s book award silver
foreword book of the year award for picture boo
Hello My Name is Single 2014 in 1857 harriet small is given her father s true narrative of his life his escape from slavery in america and his journey into the heart of revolutionary
ireland the story of tony small and lord edward fitzgerald words to shape my name is about hope failure resilience and narrative an adventure of great intelligence and awareness
My Name Is Not Alexander 2011-03-08 in this historical novel set in the virgin islands of 1733 raisha escapes from her dutch owners in time to witness the mass suicide of her fellow
slaves who prefer death to recapture
Words to Shape My Name 2021 my name is cynthia is the life story of someone living with developmental disabilities the story is written by her mother sally birch as her daughter
would tell it if she were able to do so it tells of cynthias love of family joy of life and struggles with her desire to be normal the subtitle im more than special needs provides the
inspiration for this book it was a difficult book to write but it is written in hopes that others might gain understanding of individuals and families living with similar circumstances and
maybe even move some parents of children with difficulties to write a diary or book of their own
My Name Is Not Angelica 2011-01-03 children learn about their names in school
My Name Is Cynthia 2017-04-20 strikingly beautiful guardian tough and tender joanne harris after the sickness has killed off her parents and the bombs have fallen on the last safe
cities monster emerges from the arctic vault which has kept her alive when she washes up on the coast of scotland everyone she knows is dead and she believes she is alone in an
empty world slowly piece by piece she begins to rebuild a life until one day she finds a girl another survivor feral and ready to be taught all that monster knows but as the lonely days
pass the lessons the girl learns are not always the ones monster means to teach
My Name is Johari 1994-07-01 what makes this baby name book different from all the rest aside from more than 25 000 entries including origin and meaning it has lots of informative
and entertaining anecdotes name lists advice strategies and much more it also has a 2 color illustrated interior and helpful ribbon markers creating a sweet special package it s an
excellent gift for yourself or for a loved one
My Name Is Monster 2019-06-06 young seth daniels falsely accused of murder was forced to flee a lynch mob and spend nine years on the run now he s determined to return and
find out who killed jose ramirez and framed him for the crime posing as dan morgan he rides into white oaks and dangers he knows can cost him his life



Hello, My Name Is... 2005-05-31 number four will have a difficult life these are the words that were uttered upon ting xing ye s birth soon this prophecy would prove only too true
here is the real life story about the fourth child in a family torn apart by china s cultural revolution after the death of both of her parents ting xing and her siblings endured brutal red
guard attacks on their schools and even in their home at the age of sixteen ting xing is exiled to a prison farm far from the world she knows how she struggled through years of
constant terror while keeping her spirit intact is at the heart of my name is number 4 haunting and inspiring ting xing ye s personal account of this horri c period in history is one that
no reader will soon forget
My Name Is Daniels 2012-01-24 dylan s mum thinks he s on the school geography trip dylan s teacher thinks he s at home with the flu in fact he s 30 000 feet up in the air on the way
to brazil when dylan s farm is snatched away by a huge global company he can t just sit back and watch but the journey to rescue his home takes him deep into the heart of the
amazon with floyd a friend he s not sure of and lucia a street kid armed with a thesaurus and a great dane puppy he uncovers dark and dangerous secrets and learns some surprising
truths wow what a book it s riveting it s moving it s topical it s superb superb writing brilliant characters a glorious adventure and the warmest of heart amazing malachy doyle emma
rea has written a beautifully researched adventure which encompasses the welsh countryside and the amazon the unfolding friendship between welsh dylan and brazilian lucia is
fabulous and the clever plot sweeps along like a boat in a current sue wallman when nature loving dylan 12 discovers his family farm in wales beautifully evoked is being bought by a
conglomerate based in brazil he plans to go there secretly to plead for the purchase to be abandoned this is the kind of adventure everyone likes to imagine when young about being
ingenious and brave and outwitting adults nicolette jones sunday times children s book of the week my name is river is a fantastically original adventure about a boy whose idyllic
welsh home is bought by an evil corporation desperate to save it he travels from birmingham to brazil with his best friend rea s flight of imagination has two sympathetic heroes
risking everything while lying their heads off packed with ecological indignation it is both funny and timely amanda craig new statesman
My Name Is Number 4 2008-09-02 in a secluded settlement a boy named gary is forced to go by his middle name because of the deeds of his father gary is seen as both a danger and a
burden to his village when it comes time for gary to challenge his older and much revered brother for the position of guardian to the village the community leaders take the
opportunity to exile him from the valley by contrast sarah is a well loved girl of noble birth during her crowning ceremony sarah finds herself in the middle of a bloody coup during the
commotion of the kings assassination sarah s tutor amanda manages to lead her free of the palace and away from the slaughter that ensues when sarah and her tutor are overtaken by
their pursuer they find themselves being saved by a most unlikely hero unbeknownst to gary his kind human kind is viewed by the entire known world as the most evil and fearsome of
creatures while sarah has been raised to fear and hate humans she can t help but fall for the handsome hero who rescued her and her friend
My Name is River 2020-08-06
My Name Is Gary 2013-01-28
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